Rostec to Start Serial Production of Okhotnik Heavy Attack Drones in 2023
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Russia to launch serial production of the Okhotnik (Hunter) heavy strike drone in
2023, Rostec CEO Sergei Chemezov said Wednesday at a meeting with President
Vladimir Putin. The Okhotnik features a flat nozzle thruster that makes it less visible
for radars
The serial production of the Okhotnik (Hunter) heavy strike drone will begin in 2023, Head of
the state tech corporation Rostec Sergey Chemezov said at a meeting with Russian
President Vladimir Putin on Wednesday.
"The first flying prototype was rolled out in 2021 and we will begin serial-producing and
delivering it to the Defense Ministry in 2023," Chemezov said.
As its specific feature, the Okhotnik features a flat nozzle thruster that makes it less visible
for radars, the Rostec chief stressed.
"Also, a new ground control post is being created for the drone," he said.
The S-70 Okhotnik drone developed by the Sukhoi Design Bureau features stealth
technology and the flying wing design (it lacks a tail), which diminishes its radar signature.
According to the data of open sources, the drone has a take-off weight of 20 tonnes and can
accelerate to roughly 1,000 km/h.
The Okhotnik heavy attack drone performed its debut flight on August 3, 2019. The flight
lasted over 20 minutes under an operator’s control. On September 27, 2019, the Okhotnik
performed a flight together with a Su-57 fifth-generation fighter jet. The drone maneuvered
in the air in automated mode at an altitude of around 1,600 meters and its flight lasted over
30 minutes.
Rostec State Corporation is Russia’s largest manufacturing company. It is celebrating its 15th anniversary in
2022. Unites more than 800 scientific and industrial organizations in 60 regions of the country. Its key
businesses include aircraft engineering, radioelectronics, medical technologies, innovative materials, etc. The
company supplies its products to more than 100 countries worldwide. Hi-tech export sales make up almost a
third of Rostec revenues.
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